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Abstract

**Objective:** People often overestimate how strongly behaviors and experiences are related. This memory-experience gap might have important implications for health care settings, which often require people to estimate associations such as “my mood is better when I exercise”. This study examines how subjective correlation estimates between health behaviors and experiences relate to calculated correlations from online reports and whether subjective estimates are associated with engagement in actual health behavior. **Design:** Seven-month online study on physical activity, sleep, affect, and stress, with 61 online assessments. **Main Outcome Measures:** University students (N=168) retrospectively estimated correlations between physical activity, sleep, positive affect, and stress over the 7-month study period.

**Results:** Correlations between experiences and behaviors (online data) were small ($r = -.12$ to $.14$), estimated correlations moderate ($r = -.35$ to $.24$). Correspondence between calculated and estimated correlations was low. Importantly, estimated correlations of physical activity with stress, positive affect, and sleep were associated with actual engagement in physical activity.

**Conclusion:** Estimation accuracy of relations between health behaviors and experiences is low. However, association estimates could be an important predictor of actual health behaviors. This study identifies and quantifies estimation inaccuracies in health behaviors and points towards potential systematic biases in health settings, which might seriously impair intervention efficacy.
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People’s memories of experiences and affect often differ from the actual occurrences. Such discrepancies are believed to reflect different sources of knowledge: a person’s experience versus a person’s belief about their experiences (Conner & Barrett, 2012; Robinson & Clore, 2002). The resultant memory-experience gap, defined as the discrepancy between the average of experienced affect and the overall retrospective evaluation of the experience, has been observed across multiple groups and behaviors (Miron-Shatz, Stone, & Kahneman, 2009). This gap routinely results in overestimating the frequencies or intensities of experiences and behaviors.

One situation in which persons’ beliefs about experiences are frequently assessed and are of great importance is clinical settings. Health care providers commonly ask their patients about experiences relevant for their health and treatment and about the contexts and conditions in which these experiences occur. Studies that have compared retrospective recall to daily symptomatology clearly point to differential memory processes. At the most basic level, evidence exists that patients across various healthcare settings are largely inaccurate when recalling their own daily-recorded index data over as short a time frame as one week. For example, data collected in vivo and subjects’ retrospective recall of this period have shown significant discrepancies for estimates of pain intensity (Stone, Broderick, Shiffman, & Schwartz, 2004), frequency of eating behaviors (Stein & Corte, 2003), use of coping behaviors (Stone et al., 1998), frequency of panic attacks (de Beurs, Lange, & Vandyck, 1992), timing of smoking lapses (Shiffman et al., 1997), presence of anxious cognitions (Marks & Hemsley, 1999), and depressive symptoms (Ben-Zeev & Young, 2010).

However, as pervasive as such inaccuracies between a person’s estimated versus in-vivo assessed experiences are at the rote-recall level (i.e., frequency, duration), inaccuracies in the relation between phenomena (e.g., is exercise related to higher positive affect?) may be
even larger. Decades of studies have documented the belief of illusory correlations in a multitude of laboratory paradigms (e.g., Van Rooy, Vanhoomissen, & Van Overwalle, 2013), suggesting it to be a stable cognitive bias. Importantly, it remains relatively unexplored whether illusory correlations only apply to artificial laboratory stimuli, or whether they generalize to estimates of the relationship between self-generated day-to-day data, such as personal experiences and behaviors with which people are extremely familiar.

A behavior or experience never happens in isolation, but is rather embedded in a situational context comprised of other behaviors and experiences. Thus, understanding relations between such experiences and behaviors provides information on potential interdependencies between experiences and behaviors. The specific importance of understanding interdependencies or correlations in a health context lies in the fact that nearly all health care appointments require patients to offer judgments of their behavior in some sense or another (for example, “My pain is worse when…”; “I exercise more when…”; “My mood improves when…”). Importantly, examinations of how individuals understand, attribute, and report on the relation between their own behaviors and experiences are scarce. Examining the covariation between two variables using both in vivo generated data as well as people’s estimates of such a correlation offers a potentially important new perspective. In one such study, using an ecological momentary assessment (EMA) methodology, correlation between symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder and other behaviors showed that participants’ estimations of correlations explained up to as much as 25% of the variance of the relationship between obsessive-compulsive symptoms and emotional states such as stress and anxiety. In contrast, the correlations based on patients’ self-generated data explained only 4% of the variance (Gloster et al., 2008). If correlation misestimations are prevalent, it is important to determine what, if any, practical implications this has. That is, an absolute difference may still be relatively accurate. Therefore, it is crucial to simultaneously determine the extent of correlation misestimations, to assess what processes and variables are associated with such
discrepancies, and to explore potential implications. This is especially true in the domain of health reporting, where clinical and public health decisions are at stake.

The aim of the current study is to determine the presence, magnitude, and implication of potential illusory correlations across frequently documented targets and behaviors of health settings such as sleep, physical activity, stress, and affect (Housman & Dorman, 2005; Kirmayer, Robbins, Dworkind, & Yaffe, 1993; Schneiderman, Ironson, & Siegel, 2005). Thus, we explore, for example, whether someone believes that based on his or her experiences sleep and physical activity or stress and affect are associated (e.g., “when I sleep less, I exercise less”). In this study we refer to people’s estimated correlations to describe the relations between experiences and behaviors that people subjectively judged at the end of data collection. We refer to daily diary-calculated correlations for the associations between experiences and behaviors that were calculated based on the online daily diary assessment over a 7-month study period.

Towards this end we asked participants to make judgments on variables with varying degrees of automaticity: behaviors whose engagement is under people’s direct control (i.e., physical activity), behaviors that are habitual and subject to diurnal patterns (i.e., hours of sleep), as well as targets that are only indirectly influenced (i.e., stress & affect). Furthermore, these variables have been identified as important predictors for general health and have been shown to covary in natural settings (e.g., Affleck, Tennen, Urrows, & Higgins, 1994; Buman, Hekler, Bliwise, & King, 2011; Flueckiger, Lieb, Meyer, & Mata, 2014; Jacobs et al., 2007; Mata et al., 2012; Sadeh, Keinan, & Daon, 2004; Watson, 1988).

We examine the following research questions: (1a) Do people’s estimated and daily-diary-calculated correlations differ? (1b) What is the relation between people’s estimated and daily-diary-calculated correlations for health behaviors or experiences? (2) To explore the implications of people’s estimated correlations, we tested both, whether people’s estimated correlations as well as the correlations calculated based on the daily diaries are associated
with actual engagement in physical activity (calculated from the online assessments).
Although exploratory, we hypothesized that actual physical activity would be associated with subjective estimates.

Method

Design and Procedure

Participants were recruited through advertisements during first-year introductory lectures at the University of [name omitted to maintain anonymity]. Particularly the introductory lectures in chemistry and physics are also obligatory for students from other areas such as pharmacy, biology, and teacher education. Thus, students of these areas were also recruited into the study. Students interested in participation gave their e-mail address to the research team and were invited via email to the online entry questionnaire. Participants received e-mail invitations to participate in a total of 61 short online-assessments.

Prompts to answer assessments were sent via email and could be answered after clicking on a link embedded within the email. Prompts during the first half of the study (early December to mid-May) occurred once every six days. This spacing was chosen to assess each day of the week equally and to reduce participant burden. In the second phase of the study, participants were prompted daily for 33 days (mid-May to mid-June 2012). The daily spacing was chosen to assess experiences and behaviors during the final exam period in more detail. At each prompt, participants entered their unique personal code. Participants were never asked to enter their e-mail address or any other information into the questionnaires that would allow them to be identified. On the 61st assessment day, participants were asked to estimate the correlation between physical activity, sleep, positive affect, and stress over the entire 7-month study period.

Participants

A total of 323 students participated in the survey. On any given day, approximately 150 to 200 people participated in that day’s assessment ($M=183.2, SD=35.1$ participants per
survey). Consistent with this, 168 completed the 61st assessment that included the correlation estimation. Participant characteristics are shown in Table 1. The 168 participants who estimated correlations over the 7-month study period responded to a total of 8278 assessments over the 61 assessment days. On average, each participant completed an average of $M=49$ assessments out of the 61 possible ($SD=12.0$, range 9–61).

All participants gave informed consent after receiving detailed information about the study. Students chose between receiving a financial compensation for participation or equivalent course credits. The study was approved by the local ethics committee, [name and reference number omitted to maintain anonymity].

[Table 1 near here]

Measures

**Entry and Exit Questionnaire.** Sociodemographic information was collected through the entry questionnaire (see Table 1).

**Day-Level Questionnaire.** Daily positive affect was assessed with the three positive affect items of the German version of the pleasantness scale (Roecke, 2006), that is, happy, delighted/joyful, and content. The pleasantness scale is based on items from the Positive Affect Negative Affect Scale (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) and has shown sufficient variability and predictive validity in another university student sample (Flueckiger et al., 2014). Participants indicated the extent to which they were experiencing each emotion during the last 24 hours on a seven-point Likert scale. Reliability of the three items was $\alpha = .97$, calculated based on the mean values of the three affect items per person over the 7-month study period.

Physical activity was evaluated with the Godin Leisure Time Questionnaire (Godin & Shephard, 1997), adapted to the daily survey format. Participants reported physical activity during the last 24 hours in number of minutes engaged in mild, moderate, and strenuous activity. Following Godin & Shepard (1997), the total physical activity score was calculated
as minutes of light activity x 3 + minutes of moderate intensity x 5 + minutes of strenuous activity x 9. Thus, the daily activity score represents the total daily leisure activity weighted by duration and intensity. Higher scores reflect more intense levels and/or longer duration of physical activity.

Hours slept were assessed with one item taken from the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; Buysse, Reynolds, Monk, Berman, & Kupfer, 1989), asking participants how long (hours:minutes) they had slept the previous night.

Experienced stress was assessed by asking participants to report which hassles they had experienced during the morning, afternoon, and evening (the question structure was based on the Day Reconstruction Method (Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 2004) and their rating of each hassle’s intensity. For the analyses, we used the number of reported hassles per 24-hour period.

Correlation estimation was measured by asking participants to estimate the relation between health behaviors and/or experiences on a scale from –100 to +100 (adapted from Gloster et al., 2008). The number of hours participants slept, their amount of physical activity, positive affect, and stressful events were paired in all possible combinations, resulting in six estimation questions such as, “What is the relation between the number of hours you slept per night and the amount of physical activity over the study period, that is, from early December to mid-June?”. 

Statistical Analysis

People’s estimated correlations were directly accessible for analyses whereas Daily-diary-calculated correlations were calculated by correlating the two health behaviors/experiences with each other for each individual. All analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2014) or MPlus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012); the type of analysis conducted is described in the respective Results section below.

Results
Research Question 1a: Do people’s estimated and daily-diary-calculated correlations differ?

To examine this question, we compared people’s estimated and daily-diary-calculated mean levels of correlation using t-tests for paired samples. Independent of their sign (i.e., positive or negative), the mean level of estimated correlations was almost always higher than the mean level of daily-diary-calculated correlations (see Table 2). These differences were always significant, with small to large effect sizes. The largest differences were for the variable pairs sleep-positive affect, sleep-physical activity, and stress-positive affect, suggesting that the size of estimated correlations including sleep and positive affect might be particularly overestimated. Importantly, four of the correlations based on daily-diary data were close to zero ($r \leq .10$), yet only one estimated association reflected this, but was in the opposite direction (i.e., Stress-Physical Activity). See also Figure 1.

[Table 2 near here]

[Figure 1 near here]

Research Question 1b: What is the relation between people’s estimated and daily-diary-calculated correlations?

Acknowledging that although the direct comparison showed differences, they estimated and daily-dairy correlations might still be associated, we assessed how closely the correlation estimates of the two assessment methods were related. For this step we assessed the association between people’s estimated correlation and their daily-diary-calculated correlation measures. Daily-diary-calculated correlation measures were thereby determined using multilevel structural equation models. To this end we first set up a linear mixed model for each pair of health behaviors/experiences that contained a random slope coefficient, denoting subject specific associations for the daily-diary-calculated data. The estimates of these slopes are typically named empirical Bayes estimates and these were then used as measure of daily-diary-calculated correlation. Empirical Bayes estimates are more precise and
more stable than estimates obtained from ordinary linear regression analysis (Singer & Willett, 2003). Thus we correlated the empirical Bayes estimates of the slopes with people’s estimated correlations (Table 3). Although associations between the two methods were always positive, they were never significant. In sum, across all participants and most variable pairs, the size of estimated correlations was weakly, if at all, related to the size of daily-diary-calculated correlations.

[Table 3 near here]

Potentially, participants need not know the exact size of the correlation between two variables. Rather, it might be sufficient to be relatively accurate, that is, to estimate that a correlation between two variables is positive, negative, or zero. Therefore, next, we categorized the estimated correlations for all variable pairs simply as positive ($r > 0$), negative ($r < 0$), or zero ($r = 0$). If knowing simply the direction of the correlation (positive, negative, no correlation) were sufficient, then the daily-diary-calculated correlations would correspond: positively estimated relations should also be positive, those in the negative category should be negative, and those in the zero category should be zero or close to zero. This possibility was tested with a one-factorial analysis of variance with categorized estimated correlations as factor and daily-diary-calculated correlations as outcome. However, for all six variable-pairs, the sign of the daily-diary-calculated correlations generally did not correspond to the sign of the estimated categories (i.e., daily-diary-calculated correlations in the positive estimation category were not generally positive; see Table 4). Moreover, the daily-diary-calculated correlations also did not differ between the three categories of estimated correlations (Table 4). In sum, whether a participant estimated a correlation pair to be positive, negative, or zero was not reflected in the daily-diary-calculated correlations. Note that the results were similar when the criterion for categorization was changed (e.g., positive ($r > .10$), negative ($r < -.10$).

[Table 4 near here]
Research Question 2: Are people’s correlation estimates associated with physical activity behavior?

Physical activity is the one variable in this data set that was both under the person’s direct control (unlike stress and positive affect) and that was not subject to diurnal rhythms (unlike sleep). As such, it is a discreet behavior that was most reliant on motivation components and hence its association with the other variables may be easier for people to estimate. We used correlations to determine whether participants’ correlation estimates for the variable pairs predicted the actual physical activity reported in the daily-diary data. Average physical activity reported during the daily-diary assessment (i.e., throughout the semester) was positively related to the estimated correlations between physical activity/sleep, physical activity/stress, and short of being significantly related to physical activity/positive affect (see Table 5a). As a means of comparison, we also examined whether correlations derived from daily-diary data predicted the actual physical activity. In contrast to participants’ estimates, the data-derived correlations were not associated with actual physical activity in any of the pairs (see Table 5b).

[Table 5a and 5b near here]

Discussion

The findings of this study suggest that people’s estimated correlations were little or not related to daily-diary-calculated correlations between health behaviors and experiences. Importantly, people’s estimated correlations between physical activity with sleep and stress were associated with actual engagement in physical activity – independent of a very low or nonexistent correspondence between estimated and daily-diary-calculated correlations.

The findings suggest that estimated correlations between behaviors and experiences remain illusory and a cognitive bias, also in a natural context. That is, their low correspondence does not appear to be an artifact of the laboratory setting, where several previous studies on this phenomenon were conducted (Meiser & Hewstone, 2010). Previous
research on cognitive biases, for example on overconfidence, has suggested that bias mostly occurs in artificial laboratory settings in which task difficulty is different from a natural context: People have little experience with their performance in the laboratory task context and misjudge it. Importantly, overconfidence can disappear in a natural task context (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbolting, 1991). Therefore, one of the goals of this study was to examine whether a similar effect could be found for illusory correlations in a natural setting with variables participants are extremely familiar with – their own health behaviors and experiences. However, at least in this current data set, such an influence of context could not be detected.

To our knowledge, this is also the first study on illusory correlations in a health behavior setting. The current findings are in line with previous findings in the domain of social cognition and stereotype formation (Van Rooy et al., 2013), which suggest that humans assume relations and patterns where there are actually none. The overestimation observed in these health behaviors were also consistent with the overestimations of correlation observed in patients diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive disorder with respect to the relation between symptoms and emotional states (Gloster et al., 2008).

Importantly, people’s estimated correlations that higher physical activity is associated with longer sleep duration, less stress, and to a lesser degree higher positive affect – despite being mostly illusory – were nevertheless associated with actual engagement in physical activity. In contrast, correlations calculated based on the daily diaries were not associated with actual engagement in physical activity. This suggests that the implicit representation of an association between physical activity and other behaviors or experiences could be one of the underlying motives or rationales for engaging in this health behavior. That is, “I will engage in physical activity now because I believe it will improve my sleep and decrease my stress”. This is in line with observations that belief may be more strongly related to some health decisions than actual experience (Conner & Barrett, 2012; Houtveen & Oei, 2007). The
estimated correlations between physical activity and the other three target variables only predicted physical activity, the behavior under participants’ direct control. Nevertheless, it is important to be mindful that the causal direction of this association remains open. For example, it is possible that people sleep longer after exercising or that they exercise more after sleeping longer. Future research is needed to help determine which association is referenced when participants estimate the relationship between experiences.

This study extends documentation of the experience-memory gap (Kahneman et al., 2004; Miron-Shatz et al., 2009) in health behaviors. Although different sources of knowledge are likely emphasized in each assessment method (i.e., experience vs. correlation estimate) and each is important, we concur with others that overreliance on questionnaires is scientifically and clinically limiting (Conner & Barrett, 2012; Ebner-Priemer & Trull, 2009; FDA, 2006). Although retrospectively estimated correlations are necessary and important, caution should be exercised when interpreting these data, particularly if inferences are to be generalized to daily experiences. This is especially true when people are required to engage in relatively complicated cognitive tasks for which they likely rely on simple rules rather than calculating correlations according to the respective mathematical formula. An accurate or even relatively accurate understanding of one’s own behavior may simply be too difficult a task for most people, especially if large volumes of information over long time frames are used or in answering questions about what they estimated to correlate with targeted symptoms. These results further suggest that future research needs to better understand how and under which conditions various actual behaviors relates to retrospective estimations thereof.

The observed phenomenon likely has more practical and potentially detrimental effects in some settings than in others. It is precisely for this reason that we targeted health behaviors, where effective treatment presumably requires at least minimally accurate reports from the patient. Based on these results, health practitioners should be aware of potential
inaccuracies when assessing even common bivariate associations (“I sleep better when…”).

Given that the memory-experience gap has been found to be greater for negative mood than positive mood (Miron-Shatz et al., 2009) and that reporting of negative affect is common in healthcare settings, particularly in mental health care, future research should explicitly test whether the memory-experience gap is especially pronounced in a health context. This could be particularly troubling given the nearly ubiquitous reliance on such judgments in the research and clinical care of all disorders. On the other hand, beliefs about associations, even inaccurate beliefs, may be equally important in predicting actual behaviors in some domains. Which degree of inaccuracy or belief impacts the predictive validity across various domains remains an important empirical question. Inaccurate patient estimation has the potential to compromise treatment efficacy (Haynes, Leisen, & Blaine, 1997). Irrespective of the clinical implications, the scientific understanding of these behaviors requires attention to both actual correlations as measured in situ and retrospectively estimated relations.

The mechanisms that account for the discrepancy between actual experiences (e.g., physical activity) and estimated experiences (e.g., memory of physical activity and how it related to other psychological states) is not currently clear, but likely due to numerous influences. Two different lines of research might be particularly interesting for better understanding this phenomenon. (1) Contextual aspects of the actual occurrence that are likely outside the awareness of the person during the experience may contribute to the discrepancy. Ekkekakis (2003) suggested that exercise is related to affect via both, cognitive factors (e.g., physical self-efficacy) and interoceptive (e.g., muscular or respiratory) cues. At low intensity, cognitive factors predominantly influence affect, for example, a person feels happy that they eventually did go out and enjoys what they are doing. At very high intensities, interoceptive cues predominantly determine the affect state. The closer the body gets to functional limits, the higher negative affect and lower positive affect. This can be seen as a cue to lower exercise intensity or stop it. In line with this are findings that positive affect is often below baseline – at least temporarily – after high or very high doses of exercise (see Reed & Ones, 2006, for an overview and meta-analysis). Thus, our memory of the relation between affect and physical activity
is likely affected by the fact that this relation is not linear but rather dependent on the dosage. At the same time, this variability makes it even more important to study various bouts of physical activity and to understand how these experiences affect our subjective representation of the relation between physical activity and affect. Further, (2) memory consolidation and recall processes likely also contribute to the discrepancy. A large body of research has shown that a person’s prediction about emotional reactions to future events (i.e., affective forecasting) is generally inaccurate (e.g., Wilson & Gilbert, 2005). At the same time, a recent study on anticipated and consummatory pleasure of daily activities showed that people were generally accurate about their predictions (Wu et al., 2016). However, the mechanisms helping us to understand when these predictions are accurate and when not, need yet to be examined.

This study’s strength is the utilization of an assessment period that stretched over several months in a naturalistic setting and targeted a large sample of behaviors reflecting participants’ individual lives and choices. The study also had several limitations. First, this study examined university students’ health behaviors only. This participant group may differ from older participants or participants who are actively seeking health care. Second, participants’ subjective estimates about the causal direction of the associations were not explicitly assessed. Third, longer or shorter time frames may have rendered different results. Various lengths of assessment periods (e.g., one day vs. two semesters) and intensity of assessments (e.g., continuous assessment vs. daily reports) each bring advantages and disadvantages with respect to participant fatigue and ability to capture fluctuating states. A particular advantage of the long (i.e., two semester) assessment period used in this study is that it eliminates noise from highly salient but seldom occurring events (e.g., work promotion). Nevertheless, appropriate caution should be applied when interpreting these results. Finally, whereas the estimation task was purposefully standardized in order to promote experimental control and was correctly understood and applied by the participants, this procedure differs from “naturally” generated estimations. Future research is needed to
develop additional methods of assessing estimations as well as documenting advantages and disadvantages with respect to “naturally” generated estimations.

Future research needs to examine whether and how clinical decisions are detrimentally affected by misestimations of associations between health behaviors and experiences. Researchers need to better control effects of illusory correlation estimates because the magnitude of discrepancies between estimation and actual occurrences may be equal to the effects of intervention studies and limit researchers’ and practitioners’ ability to capture active processes (Conner & Barrett, 2012; Frewen, Allen, Lanius, & Neufeld, 2012). Therefore, future research should also determine how daily-diary assessment can practically augment daily practice. We recommend that practitioners query only a limited, recent time frame and to capitalize on people’s beliefs regarding the estimates of associations – particularly about physical activity. That is, it may be beneficial for physicians to query about the believed effects of physical activity in addition to frequency. Finally, additional affective states relevant in clinical and health contexts such as feeling fit, energized, calm, indices of well-being, etc. should be explored.

In sum, this study documents a new dimension of the memory-experience gap, namely illusory correlations between retrospectively estimated correlations and behaviors and experiences reported in the moment. The current study extends knowledge about illusory correlations to the health context, identifying important implications for health professionals and patients. Whereas this may be further evidence that our memories “favor prudence over accuracy” (Kahneman et al., 2004; Miron-Shatz et al., 2009) and may make evolutionarily sense, it may not be without cost when aiming to understand and positively influence health.
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Table 1

*Sample Characteristics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(N=168)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women %)</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ($M, SD$)</td>
<td>20.6 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes of sleep/night ($M, SD$)</td>
<td>447 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity ($M, SD$)</td>
<td>629 (365)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect ($M, SD$)</td>
<td>4.8 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress ($M, SD$)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Physical activity in minutes weighted by intensity; stress represents sum of hassles per day.
Table 2

Means, Standard Deviations, and statistical difference values for person’s estimated versus daily-diary-calculated correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Estimated association</th>
<th>Daily-diary-calculated association</th>
<th>Paired t-test; difference estimated vs. daily-diary-calculated correlation</th>
<th>Effect size (d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>18.5 (3.6)**</td>
<td>14.14 (1.4)**</td>
<td>$t(153) = 1.17; p = 0.24$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>24.37 (2.8)**</td>
<td>3.77 (1.5)*</td>
<td>$t(153) = 6.71; p &lt; .001$</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>10.76 (2.9)**</td>
<td>-4.29 (1.6)*</td>
<td>$t(153) = 4.66; p &lt; .001$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>-36.2 (3.9)**</td>
<td>-10.52 (1.7)**</td>
<td>$t(152) = -5.47; p &lt; .001$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>-3.72 (2.9)</td>
<td>5.06 (1.6)**</td>
<td>$t(152) = -2.40; p=0.011$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Sleep</td>
<td>-16.34 (3.2)**</td>
<td>-7.91 (1.4)**</td>
<td>$t(152) = 2.16; p = 0.010$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. ** $p < .001$, * $p < .05$ for one-sampled $t$-tests examining whether a correlation was significantly different from zero.*
### Table 3

*Association between person’s estimated and daily-diary-calculated correlations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Sleep</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* 1z-value for the correlation between people’s estimated correlation and daily-diary-calculated correlation based on multilevel structural equation models.
Table 4

Do daily-diary-calculated correlations correspond to person’s estimated correlations, if the person’s correlation estimates are categorized as positive, negative or zero?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Estimated correlation negative</th>
<th>Estimated correlation zero</th>
<th>Estimated correlation positive</th>
<th>Statistical difference between categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>$F(2, 163) = 0.11$ $p = .89$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>$F(2, 163) = 1.528$ $p = .22$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>$F(2, 164) = 2.313$ $p = .10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>$F(2, 159) = 1.915$ $p = .15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>$F(2, 160) = 0.10$ $p = .90$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Sleep</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>$F(2, 160) = 0.87$ $p = .42$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. F-values are based on an omnibus test.
Table 5a

*Are people’s estimated correlations about physical activity with positive affect, stress, or sleep associated with actual reported physical activity?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson’s estimated Correlation</th>
<th>Daily-diary data</th>
<th>Corr. coeff.</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5b

*Are people’s correlations calculated based on the daily diaries about physical activity with positive affect, stress, or sleep associated with actual reported physical activity?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson’s correlation based on daily diaries</th>
<th>Daily-diary data</th>
<th>Corr. coeff.</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity &amp; Positive Affect</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress &amp; Physical Activity</td>
<td>physical activity</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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